SECURE YOUR LTO-8
ORDER TODAY!
With Quantum’s
LTO-8 Pre-purchase
Program

Quantum is offering an LTO-8 pre-purchase program for the Scalar® i6000, Scalar i6,
Scalar i3, Scalar i500, AEL6000, AEL6, and AEL500. It’s simple. Buy and use LTO-7 drives
today and Quantum will exchange them for LTO-8 drives once they become available(1).
LTO-8 specs are big—and so are the benefits:
Feature

LTO-8 Spec(2)

Benefit

Native Capacity

Up to 12.8 TB

Compressed Capacity

Up to 32 TB

Native Performance

Up to 472 MB/sec

~1.5X LTO-7, ~1.7 TB/hr

Compressed Performance

Up to 1,180 MB/sec

~1.5X LTO-7, ~4 TB/hr

~2X LTO-7 and 5X LTO-6

Quantum is the market share leader in LTO automation, which illustrates the unique
value Quantum automation products provide.
For more information about Quantum tape automation and LTO technology,
visit www.quantum.com/tape.
Contact Quantum to learn more: 800-677-6268

(1) Terms and conditions apply (see back for details).
(2) These specifications are preliminary, as LTO-8 final specifications have not been published.

PROGRAM TERMS AND CONDITIONS
The LTO-8 Pre-Purchase program has the following rules:
Program applies to drives for Scalar i6000, Scalar i6, Scalar i3, Scalar i500, AEL6000, AEL6, and AEL500 in
new system purchases and drive upgrades in existing libraries.
Scalar i6000 and AEL6000 products must have full Gen2 hardware to support LTO-8. Contact your Quantum
representative for valuable free hardware upgrade offers that are eligible with this pre-purchase program.
Customer pays a nominal “LTO-8 pre-purchase upgrade” fee at the time of their LTO-7 purchase;
customers cannot order the pre-purchase upgrade at a later date; it must be purchased at the same time
as the LTO-7 drive.
Quantum will contact the customer and schedule the swap-out once LTO-8 drives are available.
Where applicable, customer will pay for installation of both the LTO-7 drive and the LTO-8 drive.
Other terms and conditions may apply; contact your Quantum representative for more details.

ABOUT QUANTUM
Quantum is a leading expert in scale-out tiered storage, archive, and data protection, providing solutions for capturing, sharing,
and preserving digital assets over the entire data lifecycle. From small businesses to major enterprises, more than 100,000
customers have trusted Quantum to address their most demanding data workflow challenges. Quantum's end-to-end, tiered
storage foundation enables customers to maximize the value of their data by making it accessible whenever and wherever
needed, retaining it indefinitely and reducing total cost and complexity. See how at www.quantum.com/customerstories.
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